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 by young shanahan   

Teos Delikatessen 

"Multi-Cuisine Magic"

Bringing fine Italian and Mediterranean delicacies to the coast of Frankfurt

is the Teo’s Delikatessen in town. This specialty restaurant is known for its

superior food and the quality of ingredients used. You will find some great

options on the menu from doner to falafel and in Italian, there is antipasti,

black and white truffles pasta, and a list of wine that is just downright

envious. Apart from these two, there is Greek, French, and Spanish

cuisine on the menu as well.

 +49 69 29 1925  www.teos-

delikatessen.com/

 info@teos-delikatessen.de  Hasengasse 5-7,

Kleinmarkthalle, Francoforte
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Maxie Eisen 

"Kosher Deli of Downtown"

Maxie Eisen on Münchener Straße is a hipster-esque kosher eatery

serving a delicious deli-style cuisine. Home of probably the best pastrami

sandwich in Bahnhofsviertel, this deli-style restaurant can give your

favorite NYC deli a tough competition. The kitchens here make use of top-

quality, perfectly-aged artisanal meat, a fact that's very evident in the

sublime flavors that meat and poultry dishes here, like the Reuben

Sandwich and rotisserie chicken, boast of. Everything on the menu is

delicious, to say the least, but the desserts warrant a check after meals.

 +49 69 7675 8362  www.maxieeisen.de/  Münchener Strasse 18, Francoforte
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Zeit für Brot 

"Bread Talk"

Just like the name suggests, Zeit für Brot or Time for Bread is one of the

most authentic restaurant/ cafés you will see in the city. The reason being

that this place produces a variety of options in bread, freshly baked in

their café and that too organic and green. Sustainability is their core

mantra and the products are all made from top quality ingredients. You

can watch the bakers bake your favorite dishes in their open kitchen and

also enjoy pastries, buns and their fabulous breakfast spread.

 +49 69 5699 8150  www.zeitfuerbrot.com/  Oeder Weg 15, Francoforte
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Kleine Anna 

"Yum Sandwiches!"

Kleine Anna will charm you with its quiet character and fabulous

sandwiches. This fast food joint in the neighborhood of Bahnhofsviertel

has garnered quite a reputation for the delectable food it dishes out. The

breads are fresh and lovely to taste while the fillings are just appetizing.

Its true that you can't have the leisure of relishing the delish fare in this

small restaurant as it tends to get crowded very fast, but relish you will. A

great spot for lunch and to satiate your fast food craving though in a

healthier way.

 +49 69 4509 4894  www.kleineanna.de/  info@kleineanna.de  Mainzer Landstraße 111,

Francoforte
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